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years: The time a series of stainedglass windows have survived in
Augsburg Cathedral, Germany.
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For thousands of years, stainedglass windows have served to
draw the eyes discover
of worshippers
moreheavenward, inspiring them with scenes
Deeper miracles and
of religiousDig
sacrifice,
www.archaeology.org/
parables, and helping them attend
interactive/sagalassos/map.
to their spiritual
html health.
Now, a discovery by associate
professor Zhu Huai Yong from the
Queensland University of Technology in Australia has revealed that
these masterpieces in glass might
be attending to the health of the
body as well. As sunlight streams
through the colourful windows,
it causes gold nanoparticles to resonate with an energy that in effect
turns them into tiny whirlwinds
that can blast impurities in the air.
“The electromagnetic field
of the sunlight can couple with
the oscillations of the electrons
in the gold particles and create a
resonance … which breaks apart
the pollutant molecules in the air,”
says Zhu.
Such pollutants include volatile
organic chemicals which are the
chemicals that come from furniture, carpets and paint, and give off
that unmistakable “new” smell. The
discovery has applications beyond
keeping the air fresh enough to
discourage dozing during sermons.
“This technology is solar-powered, and is very energy efficient
because only the particles of gold
heat up. In conventional chemical
reactions you heat up everything
which is a waste of energy,” Zhu
says. “Once this technology can
be applied to produce speciality
chemicals at ambient temperature,
it heralds significant changes in
the economy and environmental
impact of chemical production.”
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Crisis? Which Crisis?
According to a recent
study commissioned by the
European Union, the current financial crisis, dire as
it is, is less of a drain on our
resources than the effects of
global deforestation.
The study puts the annual costs of deforestation
at anywhere between US$2
trillion and US$5 trillion; the
financial crisis was estimated to dent global pockets by
a mere $2 trillion at the time
of press.
Study author Pavan

When Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt won the 100 metres
gold medal at the Beijing Olympics this summer, he rejoiced early, flinging his arms out and slapping his chest for
the last fifth of the race. He set a new world record of 9.69
seconds, shaving 0.03 seconds off the mark he set in May.
Fans were left to wonder how much faster Bolt could
have run if he had pushed full speed to the end. Indeed,
Bolt’s own coach, Glen Mills, ventured that an all-business
Bolt would have finished in 9.52 seconds.
A group of Norwegian physicists decided to produce a
scientific estimate of how fast he could have run. By
studying TV footage and calculating how much faster Bolt
decelerated than runner-up Richard Thompson, they reckoned a full-speed Bolt would have run a 9.55-seconds race.
“Our motivation for doing this was simply that it was
fun,” says Hans Eriksen of the Institute of Theoretical
Astrophysics at the University of Oslo. “We did not intend
for this to be taken too seriously, as there are very large
uncertainties in our estimates.”

Star Burst

highest Population densities

16

happened to be looking at
the right place at the right
time, they saw the most
distant object ever seen
by human eyes without
optical aid.”
Technically, the
exploded star is
known as a gamma ray burst
and occurs
when a star’s
core collapses
and forms a
black hole. When
this happens, two
jets blast into space,
causing cosmic gases to
glow in a spectacular interstellar light show called an
afterglow.
The afterglow of this
burst was 2.5 million times
brighter than any that had
come our way before.

Monaco: 34,000 per sq km
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Macau: 21,192 per sq km

Powerful Pill
Exercise is known to lower blood pressure,
strengthen bones, bolster the heart, lower cholesterol and, of course, strengthen the body. The only
problem with it is that it’s … well … exercise.
Now, scientists working at the Salk Institute in
La Jolla, California may have found a way to get
some of the benefits of exercise with none of the
sweat. They gave a synthetic protein called Aicar to
mice and after just four weeks, the rodents’ performance on a treadmill increased by 44 percent.
It is believed Aicar worked by converting
fast-twitch muscle fibres into slow-twitch fibres,
which are better at burning fat and producing
energy, and help endurance athletes. The drugs
show promise for those suffering from obesity
or muscular dystrophy. Not to mention for
couch potatoes the world over.

Singapore: 7,013 per sq km

Hong Kong: 6,360 per sq km

photographs: reuters (lightning bolt); nasa (star burst); photolibrary (powerful pill)

Most of the really spectacular images of space
are brought to us through
super-powerful telescopes. But recently, the
light from an exploded
star more than halfway across the
visible universe was
briefly able
to be seen
with the
naked eye.
“No other
known object
or type of explosion could be seen by
the naked eye at such
an immense distance,”
said Stephen Holland of
NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in the US
state of Maryland.
“If someone just

photos: reuters (crisis? which crisis?); istock (ancient ale); photolibrary (stemming the tide)

Lightning Bolt

Sukhdev believes the loss
of habitat, natural foods
and carbon sinks is costing
the earth about 7 percent
of global GDP, which dwarfs
stock market losses.
“It’s not only greater
but it’s also continuous, it’s
been happening every year,
year after year,” he says. But
there may be a glimmer of
green in the gloom. “Three
years ago, even two years
ago, (business and government’s) eyes would glaze
over. Today ... they listen.”

Ancient Ale
In the novel and movie Jurassic Park, scientists
extract dinosaur DNA from fossilised insects and use
it to bring dinos back to life. In real life, microbiologist
Raul Cano of the California Polytechnic State
University has used a similar technique to
extract dormant yeast from a 45-millionyear-old piece of Burmese amber and
bring it back to life. The goal: use the
ancient yeast to brew beer.
Cano’s company, Fossil Fuels
Brewery, unveiled a wheat beer and
a pale ale brewed from the prehistoric yeast. The brews had a rich flavour
with an unusual clove-like spiciness.
While Cano considered choosing
exotic names like Jurassic Amber Ale
and Stegosaurus Stout, he settled on
Fossil Fuels Wheat and Fossil Fuels Ale.
“The story is compelling enough to bring
a guy to drink it once,” says Cano, “and the flavour
will be enough to bring them back again.” Alas, the beers
are currently only on offer in a few pubs in California.
Gold reserves



United States: 8,133.5 tonnes

Germany: 3,417.4 tonnes

Stemming The Tide
Red tide. When it hits, it’s like an ancient prophesy
brought to life – the sea turns the colour of blood and
dead fish wash up on the beach by the hundreds.
This damaging phenomenon occurs when, due to
certain environmental conditions, an algae called Karenia brevis jumps from a presence of 1 percent in seawater
to 90 percent. As the algae – which has a reddish-brown
colour – blooms, it produces a toxin that works on the
central nervous system of fish, paralysing them so that
they cannot swim or breathe.
Shellfish such as clams, oysters and mussels accumulate these toxins as they filter the sea water. People who
then eat the fish can fall prey to a condition known as
paralytic shellfish poisoning which causes severe allergylike symptoms.
Researchers led by Julia Kubanek of the Georgia Institute of Technology in the United States, have figured
out how to wage war on the harmful red critters by using
another type of algae known as diatoms – single-celled
organisms with hard, plate-like coatings made of silica.
They found that one diatom in particular, Skeletonema
costatum, seems to have the ability to render harmless
many of the toxins Karenia brevis produces.
According to Kubanek, “this diatom, S. costatum, is
able to undermine these toxins produced by the red tide,
as well as the brevotoxins that are known to kill vertebrate animals like fish and dolphins.”
It is estimated that red tide costs US$20 million per
bloom off the coast of Florida alone, so a remedy would
be extremely well-received by the tourism and seafood
industries.

A satellite image
shows a bloom of
red tide attacking
the Adriatic
coast of Italy.

France: 2,562.3 tonnes

Italy: 2,451.8 tonnes

Switzerland: 1,100.7 tonnes
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million: Estimated number
of bricks in the Jetavana
Dagoba stupa in Sri Lanka.

Twirling Tower
All of them. The
80-storey structure,
conceived by New
York-based architect
David Fisher, will
rarely look the same
because each floor
will rotate independently of the others.
Not only is it the
world’s first rotating skyscraper, it’s
also the first to be
prefabricated before
being assembled

on site. The tower
is also designed to
produce its own
power through
the placement of
horizontal wind
turbines between
each storey and
solar cells on the top
side of each level.
The Dubai structure and a second
rotating building in
Moscow are due
to be completed

by the end of 2010.
Dubai’s tower is
taking reservations
for tenants with
apartments ranging
from US$4 million
to $40 million.
Residents who
purchase at the
higher end will be
able to drive their
cars into an elevator
and drive out to a
parking space on
their private floor.

The man behind the
Dubai Dynamic Tower,
David Fisher, says he
hopes to build the
third rotating tower
in New York City.

Largest public floor spaces
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Aalsmeer Flower Auction, Netherlands: 990,000 sq m
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Terminal 3, Beijing International Airport: 986,000
sq m
8

photograph: courtesy of David Fisher/Dynamic Architecture

The new Dynamic Tower
currently being constructed in Dubai will be a tall,
sleek, clean-lined structure
gleaming in the desert sun.
Wait … actually, the new
Dynamic Tower will be a
jagged jumble of a building
with sunlight glinting off a
series of sharp corners.
Then again, on closer
look, the Dynamic Tower will
really resemble an orderly
strand of DNA cast in glass
and steel. So, which is it?

The4 Venetian Casino, Macau: 980,000 sq m

